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AUSTRAL, AMADIO
WILL APPEAR HERE
Dramatic Soprano And Flutist
Will Give Joint Recital
At Alumnae In April
COMBINATION A NOVELTY
On Thursday evening, April 9. at 8
o'clock, Florence Austral, dramatic so-
prano, and John Ainadio, flutist, will
give a joint recital at Alumnae Hall
This unusual concert combination has
proved one of the most popular novel-
ties of the season and has scored re-
cent successes in Cincinnati and Evans-
ton Musical Festivals.
Miss Austral first studied music in
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 2)
Teachers Plan Conference
With Association
There will be a meeting of the Massa-
chusetts Teachers Association in com-
bination with the Parents Associa-
tion on Saturday, April 11. Although
plans have not been completed this
joint conference will probably be held
in Billings Hall in the morning and
In the faculty room in Hetty Green
Hall in the afternoon.
The principal speaker of the morn-
ing session, which will commence at
10:45 o'clock, will be Mr. Beatty, the
head of the Bronxville. N. Y„ public
schools. Mi'. Beatty will discuss pro-
gressive education from a practical
standpoint. A second speaker will be
Miss Reamy of the Page Memorial
Kindergarten.
After a luncheon the afternoon session
will continue in the New Administra-
tion Building. There will be several
speakers, one of whom, Dr. William
Healy, will tell of the work done by
the Judge Baker Foundation in con-
nection with problem cases. Professor
Norton, of the Department of Educa-
tion, and Dr. S. Monroe Graves, with
probably a few additional educators,
complete the list of lecturers. Dr.
Graves will report on the Detroit Con-
ference held by the Department of
Superintendents of the National Edu-
cation Association.
Mrs. George Hoague, of Chestnut
Hill, president of the Parent-Teacher
Association, will preside over the meet-
ing. The idea of this conference is to
educate the parent to an understand-
ing of the child's emotional side, his
needs, and the normal fulfillment of
these needs.
Service Fund Makes Public
Appropriation Of Receipts
At its meeting on March 3rd, the
Service Fund Committee voted nine
appropriations in the interest of World
fellowship:
1- For the four French orphans
whom Wellesley College has
undertaken to support $146
2 The World's student Christian
federation 100
3 International Student Service 100




The Leonard Wood Memorial
lor Lepers (endowment fund) 50
6 The Migrant Community, which
serves the destitute of the
Southwest 25
' The Wellesley Convalescent
Home 50
'Continued on Page 3, Col. 2 & 3)
Tree Day Mistress COLLEGE GOVERNMENT ANNOUNCES MAJOR
OFFICERS AND 1932 VILLAGE JUNIORS
MARJORY REED
Indoor Meet To Be Held
By Department Of Hygiene
The indoor meet sponsored by the
Department of Hygiene and Physical
Education and by the Athletic Asso-
ciation will take place in the gym on
Thursday. March 26, from 3:45 to 5:30.
Teams selected by instructors will com-
pete in interclass gymna.stic and ap-
paratus work, clogging, folk-dancing
and tumbling. Freshmen will take part




Freshman Marching and Gymnastics
Sophomore Marching and Gymnastics
Clogging






Decision, rendered by a group of eight
judges, will be followed by the presen-
tation of Athletic Association awards
for the winners of the meet, for in-
door basketball, and for winter riding.
The Department of Hygiene and
Physical Education and the Athletic
Association extend an invitation to the
!
members of the college and their \
friends. There are no admission
.
charges.
Miss Carr Surveys Recent
Study In Light Absorption
On Wednesday afternoon, March 11,
the Department of Chemistry had the
honor of hearing a lecture given by
Miss Emma P. Carr.
For a number of years, the Chem-
istry Department of Mount Holyoke,
with which Miss Carr is connected, has
been working on the absorption spectra
of organic compounds and especially
on the preparation and purification of
simple define hydrocarbons to get the
relation between the position of the
double bond and the absorption of
light. Miss Carr's problem was to in-
vestigate the absorption in the region
of the spectra beyond that of quartz
transmission. Here she met with diffi-
culties that required nearly a year to
overcome. For wave-lengths of less
than 2000, fluorite is the best transmit-
ter. But as air absorbs to some extent
the shorter ultra-violet rays that pass
through fluorite, the work had to be
done in a vacuum. Miss Carr succeed-
ed in getting only one picture of such
a spectrum, but since the field is as
yet practically unexplored, one picture
marks a forward step.
Miss Carr is working toward a larg-
er goal, however, than that of getting
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)
A Sophomore Class Meeting of great
importance will be held this afternoon
at 3:30 in Billings Hall. Business be-
fore the class will be:
1. To choose class crew song.
2. To vote for Corresponding Sec-
3. To discuss matters in regard to
May Day.
At this meeting members of the six
societies will explain the methods of
applying for society membership and
the work of the various organizations.
On Friday, March 20, Mr. Francis
P. Miller, President of the World Stu-
dent Christian Federation, will tell of
the work of the Federation among the
Student Christian movements of the
world, and of the relation of American
students to that work. Mr. Miller has
traveled extensively, making close con-
tacts with student groups of every con-
tinent, and he is giving courses during
this semester in the Yale Divinity
School. The meeting will be held at
4:40 in Agora. Everyone is urged to
The second of this year's student re-
citals will be given on Friday after-
noon, March 20, at 4:40 in Billings
Hall.
The Chapel Speaker on Sunday,
March 22, will be Dr. Howard C. Rob-
bins, professor of Pastoral Theology
at the General Theological Seminary
of New York. Dr. Robbins is the au-
thor of many well-known books on re-
ligious subjects, among which are
Family Devotions, Simplicity Toward
Christ, and Sursum Corda.
(Continued on Page 2. Col. !>
Dean Reads Honor Students
At Annual Chapel Service
Achievements in scholastic effort were
announced at the Honors Day chapel
by President Pendleton, Dean Waite,
and Miss McDowell, president of the
Eta of Massachusetts chapter of Phi
Beta Kappa, Thursday afternoon,
March 12. Members of the faculty and
the Senior class, gathering at Founders
at four o'clock, marched in the full dig-
nity of academic regalia to the chapel
through a March wind that blew gold
tassels, the royal blue of the philoso-
pher, and the red stoles of the British
scholar alike.
President Pendleton opened her
speech with the remark that the col-
lege had met to celebrate the spirit
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 1, 2, 3, & 4)
Notice
In order to prevent accidents which
may result in serious injury or loss of
life, Wellesley College is endeavoring
to prevent all automobile operators
from driving on the campus at a speed
of over 20 miles an hour. No ohe
should ever request taxi drivers to ex-
ceed this speed, no matter how ur-
gent the necessity may seem. A driver
complying with such requests may be
deprived of his privilege of driving on
the campus.
Making A Train or Meeting a Class
Appointment should not be Recognized
as a Reason for Endangering Life
We intend, if possible, to enforce the
rules against driving over 20 miles an
hour on the Wellesley College campus
and ask the co-operation of all. We
shall use legal methods, if necessary,
with offenders.
Ellen F. Pendleton
Dean Waite Will Retire;
Ends Many Years Of Service
After thirty-five years of service to
Wellesley, Dean Waite will be on ab-
sence during the coming academic
year and win retire in June, 1932, with
the honorary title of Dean Emeritus.
According to announcement from Miss
Pendleton, Dean Waite's successor will
be Dr. Mary Lowell Coolidge of Con-
cord, Mass,, at present assistant pro-
fessor of Philosophy at Vassar.
Miss Waite came to Wellesley in
1896, under the presidency of Mrs. Julia
J. Irvine, as an instructor in English.
She had received her early education
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 1)
Greek Play Will Be Given
By A. K. X. For Semi-Open
On Friday and Saturday evenings
April 10 and 11, the Alpha Kappa Chi
society will hold its semi-open pro
gram meeting. In keeping with their
studies of the classics the Society will
present the Iphegenia in Aulis of Eu
ripedes. This play is one of the most
beautiful of the Greek tragedies and
thoroughly worthy of study and appre-
ciation.
The production of the play is being
undertaken under the direction of the
Head of Work, Frances Parker. The
play itself will be coached by Miss
Moses of the Department of Reading
and Speaking. The cast is composed









Leader of Chorus Margaret Nivison
Chorus—Sally Jeager, Susan Brockett,
Virginia Hudson, Marjorie Camp-
bell, Henrietta de La Mater, Gene-
vieve Hope.
Honors Students Prepare
Theses In Various Fields
In last week's News appeared a de-
tailed account of some of the Honors
Students and the work that they are
doing. This week the account will be
completed with a description of the re-
search being carried on by Alice
Bakeman. Adelaide Schwartz. Muriel
Cavis and Dorothy Johnstone.
Adelaide Schwartz is writing a
thesis entitled The Influence nf Busi-
ness Conditions on Radical Movements
in the United States Since 1900. The
paper will consist of two parts, one
statistical and the other historical.
The statistical work is based on the
best measures of the business cycle;
the facts derived from these studies
will be compared with the strength of
radicalism, as shown by voting
strength, organization membership, etc.
The second part is to be devoted to a
history of the development of radical
movements in the United States; so-
cialism, communism, the I. W. W.,
Parmer and Labor political parties, the
Non-Partisan League, and Progressive
movements will be included.
Alice Bakeman is also studying in the
field of Economics. Her subject is
Public Expenditure lor Consumers'
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 2)
College Cheers New Leaders
At Ceremony On Steps
Of New Ad Building
ORDER UNCHANGED
Monday afternoon the college, brav-
ing unfavorable weather, assembled on
those stens of Hetty Green Hall which
face Founders to hear the results of
Major Elections. Although the cere-
mony was transferred from the chapel
steps, the order nf standing remained
the same, the senior occupying the
vantage point upon the wall, the fresh-
men being somewhat lost far down on
the right. Mr. Fair, the janicor of the
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 4)
Plimpton Room Opens Doors
In Display Of Rare Books
The Plimpton room will be opened
to members of the faculty and to stu-
dents, Thursday afternoon. March 19,
and Friday evening, March 20, when
all those who are interested may have
an opportunity to see a collection of
rare books which are little known and
quite separate from those in the Treas-
ure Room, which is open daily except
Saturday and Sunday,
The collection in the Plimpton Room
is known to those interested in Italian
literature, but it is doubtful if most
people know how many other interests
are represented in this collection. The
recent exhibition of early scientific
works indicated one field hardly to be
expected in a collection avowedly made
to illustrate Italian literature of the
fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth
centuries. Yet scientists have some
times been poets or writers of beau-
tiful prose; this was especially true in
those centuries when it was possible
to know all that had been discovered
in science and still have time to de-
vote to writing poetry. The collection
will appeal most to lovers of literature,
English as well as foreign. It is well
known, for instance, that Shakespeare
found the sources of his comedies in
Italian literature and several such
sources are represented in this collec-
tion in their original editions. But
probably to the average person the
beautifully illuminated manuscripts and
illustrated books are of most interest,
particularly when one realizes that
these books were new five hundred
years ago. The room will be open un-
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 3)
Senate Rules That Senior
Prom Be Limited In Future
At the Senate meeting, March 16, it
was decided that Junior Prom should
last until 2:00 A.M. on Friday, with
prom event Saturday, whereas Senior
prom should consist of an optional
affair Saturday afternoon and prom
till midnight of the same day.
A petition was presented by the
major officers asking that nomination
for major election be made by a
special nominating committee. Senate
discussed this plan and will vote on
it at the next meeting with the added
provision that further nominations
may be made if fifty students will
endorse each nominee.
A report, concerning means of elim-
inating noises in dormitories, was







The village of Wellesley now boasts
an added attraction in the form of a
recently opened art gallery. Mrs. Pan-
coast, Director of the gallery, which
is across the street from Washington
House, has for several years been in
charge of the annual exhibitions at
the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts
in Philadelphia, and Is in touch with
all of the national exhibitors. With
Mr. Pancoast, who Is an artist, she has
had a summer gallery at Rockport,
Mass., for eight years.
Mr. and Mrs. Pancoast are interested
in the constant development in mod-
ern American art. They are able to




love liberty for themselves. It is only
(Continued from Page 1, Cot. 4)
who do not usually exhibit in this
tion of the East. It is their plan to
j
show, in small exhibitions, the essen-
tially good In modern tendencies. Mr.
j
Pancoast expressed the current trend . News as Marion Chase) is presenting
Services. Miss Bakeman wishes to dis-
cover to what extent low and medium
income families are assisted by state,
city, local or private agencies and in-
stitutions, including welfare agencies,
schools, libraries, and museums. She
is conducting a personal investigation
of about twenty Boston families. By
direct questioning she learns to what
extent these families have availed
themselves of these agencies and in-
stitutions, and then estimates the
worth of the services obtained in terms
of money. Owing to the difficulty of
ii some cases, the results
may not be conclusive.
Muriel Cavis
correctly given i
Lep further to love liberty for
oth-
ers. When we achieve independence
it will not be under the British flag but
under a common flag. Puma sivaraj
does not exclude association with any
nation, far less England. But this as-
sociation must be of free will and for
mutual benefit."
To England this interpretation of a
popular demand would be a blessing
indeed, for it comes very near to Mac-
Donald's offer of "Reserved Dominion
The Puritan Myth and Samuel Eliot | Status." Unfortunately the mystic
Morison sympathizes with Those Mis- 1 Gandhi does not seem at this juncture
understood Puritans in Forum. io be acting and speaking with the ap-
Mr. Morison insists that the Puritan ] Probation of all India. Nehru, the
was nearer the modern man than the ! vounB President of the National Con
Colonel's lady and Rosie O'Grady, while
The Puritan, who must squirm un-
comfortably in his cold and cheerless
|
heaven when he hears the charges i
laid at his self-righteous door by
twentieth century critics, would re-
1
joice in the defence provided him by
two magazine writers in periodicals for i
March. V. P. Calverton, critic, lectur-
|
er, and editor of The Modern Quarter-
Scribner's Magazine discusses
BUY R. R| TICKETS
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
MARCH 23 AND 24
in art by saying, "If it has no connec-
tion with life, it is futile." He notes
with particular interest the swing
away from an emphasis on atmosphere
—technicalities of light and shade
which are only the grammar, not the
message, of art. A work of art must
be personally, creatively imaginative to
attract the modern, who goes back to
the old masters in his ideals.
Among the people represented at
present in the exhibition rooms at the
;
Pancoast Gallery are William Little-
1
field, who received enthusiastic press
comments on his exhibit in New York
'
two weeks ago, Esther Williams, who
has been exhibiting with the Art Week I
group in Boston, Edmund Archer, re-
'
cently the winner of the Clarke Prize
at the Corcoran Gallery in Washing-
ton. Margaret Sargent, a Boston artist,
and John Sloane. president of the In-
,
dependent Society in New York and,
recently elected president of the Art'
Students' League there.
Plans for Future
Plans for exhibitions in the near fu-
ture include such artists as Redfleld,
Daniel Garber, Leopold Seifert, and
Charles Hopkinson, who has been
called the "official portrait painter for
Harvard.'" It is also expected that one
or two modern exhibitions will be
brought here from New York.
The directors intend to specialize In
etchings, prints, and lithographs of all
schools. In this field it is their plan
to feature an exhibit of the work of
one person every week. At present
some fine old seventeenth century
sporting prints are being shown, to
gether with a few paintings of similar
subject and period. Other items of
note in the collection include some
charming bronze statuettes of Walker
Hancock's, and delicate old Chinese
wrought iron work.
One room is devoted to handicrafts,
ancient and modern. Unusual textiles
form a part of this exhibit. Samoan
tapa cloth, made from the bark of
the mulberry tree and painted in na-
tive design, and a hand-woven linen
turkish towelling with gold thread em-
broidery are examples of what is shown
in this room. A collection of beautiful
old Turkish and Persian brasses, be- Finale, from Concerto
longing to Miss Lucia Leffingwell, a
Wellesley woman who is exhibiting' at
the College later in the season, is also
being displayed here now.
The house in which the Pancoast
Gallery is located is well suited for
hibltion purposes. Fairly spacious
rooms and good light combine with
careful placement of the pictures to
attractive gallery.
combination of Philosophy,
chology, and Bible. The subject of her I th
~
ey
thesis will be The Place of the Euchar-
ist in the Thought of John Calvin.
This involves a study of sacramental-
ism, from a psychological and philoso-
phical viewpoint, and a study of the
various influences upon Calvin's
thought.
Mr. Calverton declares that the Puri-
tan has been confused with the manu-
facturer or capitalist with his empha-
sis upon respectability.
Efficiency Keynote of Puritan Society
Efficiency and utility were the key-
notes of the Puritan civilization, as
of today, he believes. "The
Puritan was not Insensible to beauty,
although he could not regard it as an
independent quality, separate from use
and morals. His attitude toward art
was one of indifference rather than
active dislike—which is not far from
the average American attitude today.
Idleness was a cardinal
gress, has taken the trouble to assert
twice in the last week that he has not
changed his original interpretation of
puma swaraj. Gandhi has, of course,
made it clear to Viceroy Irwin that he
can do nothing until the Congress rati-
fies his agreements with the Viceroy,
and opinion holds that he will need to
exert all of his influence to avoid dis-
aster when Congress meets.
When Gandhi met Irwin early this
month, he was acclaimed widely in the
streets of New Delhi; when he left the
demonstration was less enthusiastic. It
is felt that England scored a substan-
tial victory at the meeting of the two
of the ! leaders, for Gandhi obtained only two
ALEXANDER'S
SHOE REBUILDING
Largest and Beat Equipment
in Wellesley
Give Us A Rlni
W.I. 0017-M 6 Gr„.^
Dorothy Johnstone is combining As
tronomy and Physics in a study of I Puritans, both writers stress, and "an 1 thines: modification of the salt laws;
Short Period Variable Stars. This is
I
unprofitable fowler, or a person who , and please of his followers from jail,
a study of pulsating stars, which yary j sauntered about with a gun, missing , Lord Irwin ta return received these
in brightness as they expand and con-
I
most of his shots, was subject to a fine Promises from the Hindu leader (sub-
tract. The stars which pass through i for idleness, while a man might shoot ject ' as has been Pointed out, to the




the most interesting, as well as the ! Forum distinction. "The Puritans
(1) clv" disobedience, (2) boycott on
most difficult to observe. The exact strictly forbade usury and profiteering, Br ' tlsh goods, <3l demands for the re-
cause of pulsation, if known, would thev regulated production, prices and i lease of soldiers and police who mu-
add to the fundamental knowledge of ™ees - Communism and Socialism tinled 0T disobeyed British commands,
the nature of matter. Miss Johnstone! could flnd many precedents in early,
<4) iUegal (aggressive) picketing,
is working merely with observation, ' New England. Democracy, whether a Ifc is therefore to be feared by Eng-
not with theory, estimating the bright-
i
blessing or a curse, is a child of na-
,
Iand tha ' Gandhi pacified may be
ness of five of these so-called short
:
tural conditions on the frontier, not of
;
Gandhi powerless, and the fact that
period Delta Cepheids at various points i Puritans. But the Puritan legacy was difficulties between Moslems and Hln-
public spirit and a respect for law ! dus are also to be faced does not add
to the amiability of the Indian scene.
Puritanism Misunderstood i Tnere wi". be no passive waiting for
Mr. Calverton believes that Puritan- | the second s'age of the round-table
ism has been sadly misunderstood. conference.
•On each hunt through the weedy thick-
nesses of bur literature our critics have
|
found a Puritan behind every tree, eye- '
primed, gun-cocked, ready to shoot
down any sign of spirit in our literary
Melbourne. Australia; later she went to f wilds. Because the merchant and man-
London. She made her operatic debut
I
ufacturing classes happen both to be
GRAMKOWS
of their cycle, as recorded on photo-
graphs which have been accumulating
|
and order
at Harvard since 1897.
AUSTRAL. AMADIO
WILL APPEAR HERE
Continued From Page 1, Col. 1)
Special Sunday Night Supper
Seventy-five Cents
Soup
Chicken Patty and Peas
Fruit or Shrimp Salad
Welsh Rarebit
Hot Rolls — Butter
Ice Cream Special
Tea — Coffee — Milk
sections of the middle class, critics
have tended to bundle them together
as if the differences between them were
of no consequence.
Puritan Sincerity Upheld
In spite of our pre-conceived ideas
principal flutist to a famous Italian I of nim ' the Puritan was not a hypo-
Grand Opera Company. During his crite> but tne "comrnon notion of the
musical career he has played with John | Puritan as evasive and prudish is based
McCormick. Clave, Melba. and Madame ' upon a totalIv false conception of his
ideals and attitudes," says Mr. Calver-
ton. "Respectability, which was Puri-
as Brunnhilde, and her success as
an opera singer was immediate.
John Amadio appeared with the or-
chestra of Wellington, New Zealand, as
a flute soloist when he was twelve years
old. At fifteen he
Tetrazzini.
The program is as follows:







'Confirmed from Page 1, Col. 3)
Dr. Theodore G. Soares. formerly of
the Divinity School of Chicago Uni-
versity and now Professor of Ethics at
the California Institute of Technology
and pastor of the Union Liberal Church
in Pasadena, California, will lead a
vesper service in Houghton Memorial
Chapel at 7:30 p. M. on Sunday, March
22. All the college is cordially invited.
Mr. Alexander Kipnis, bass, wUl pre-
sent the seventh concert of the Wel-
lesley series on Wednesday evening















V. The Flute o/ Pan (played off stage)
Debussy
Ave Maria Schubert




Goosey, goosey gander Herbert Hughes
Sing a song of sixpence
Fairy Tales o) Ireland Eric Coates
Five eyes Armstrong Gibbs
Alleluia! (A joyous Easter Hymn)
tan morality stripped of sincerity and
self-discipline, became the new ethic of
the era. The prudishnesses and reti-
cences In our literature developed after
Puritanism as a living force was dead.
They eame with the rise of the new
philosophy of the intellectual bourge-
oisie, that of respectability, which can-
died over everything real with the
surface of decency."
Perhaps most startling of Mr. Cal-
vertons remarks is that "Bryant,
Longfellow, Howells, for example, would
have met with the Puritans immediate
and abiding contempt. He would have
scorned the sentimentality of their
poetry and prose as much as he would




While England waits for the conven-
ing of the second round-table confer-
ence on India, to be held in London
this next autumn, Mahatma Gandhi,
the long-time thorn in Albion's side,
is facing troubles of his own.
"Puma swaraj." said he. "is untrans-
latable. It only implies complete in-
dependence because popular imagina-
tion in this country can never recon-
ltself to the idea of a British
°°°n™r M0ms statesman making a bona fide offer
equality. I hold differently. The Brit-
ish people are a practical race who
WELLESLEY CO LLEGE NEWS
THE PEREGRINATING PRESS
DESPITE the high wind, occasional
snow-storms, and the Model-
League delegates' unkind remarks about
our Wellesley climate, Perry feels that




he has reasons. Wellesley is
poing in for games. Games, he knows,
are indicative of that lightness of heart
which accompanies the hopeful sing-
song "Eight more days till vacation,
eight more days til] vacation."
Only the Freshmen have not re-
vealed this phenomenal interest in
play. Or maybe it's just that they
live in such seclusion in the Vill that
rumors of approaching Spring have
not yet reached them. At any rate, the
Seniors in Severance are going in for]
Checkers, since Backgammon no long-
er holds any lure; the Juniors who
haunt Alumnae make life miserable for
the Bridge playing multitudes by shout-
ing out numbers and letters in odd
combinations during the course of a
new and fascinating game called Boats,
and two Sophomores were surprised by
Mr. Greene of the department of Eng-
lish Composition in the act of playing
hopscotch on the flagstones of Found-
ers on one of our balmier days.
AMONG other hints of Spring,
Perry noticed a flowering (that's
the only way he can put it) of new
and clean black-white shoes about the
campus. One Freshman whom he
knows has successfully caught the spir-
it of transition between seasons by
wearing ski-pants, socks, and Spring
tennis shoes.
y HERE was a meeting of the Hor-
|
I ton House Club last Saturday
i night, March 14.
p ERRY has always considered him-
1 self a man about campus. He
feels that he has acquired a philosophic
calm and nonchalance that will allow
him to meet situations with aplomb.
He was somewhat disturbed, however,
at the Barn Informals last Saturday
night. Sitting in the dark he sudden-
ly became aware that next to him was
somebody writing with all the fervency
of a Times reporter, in a crack of
light that came through a neighbor
-
' ing door. When the lights came on,
{
[
Perry, without the true instincts of a
gentleman, glanced most casually over
' the shoulder of his neighbor, hoping
to discover a succinct criticism of dra-
matic ability. Instead he was greeted
with the words, "Mother darling, I saw
the most adorable dress in the vill yes-
'
terday," Perry is affronted.
•
COMMENTS on the Browning let-
ters are still echoing about cam-
pus. It has been rumored that one of
the maids in the Vill disapproves of the
college's recent acquisitions; for as she
says, "I don't see why Wellesley should
want those Browning letters because,
after all. Peaches is going to get her
divorce." Somebody should suggest
that they'll still be interesting to read
on long winter nights.
PERRY liked Honors Day. He liked
it a lot. In fact, he has found him-
self wishing that there were more Hon-
ors Days, because he was so impressed
with it all. He appreciated fully the
organ's prolonged and noisy acclaim
of the speech, and he thought that one
of the real highlights of the afternoon
was reached when a Transfer (Unc to
you,) approached a dignitary and asked
for the marshal of the college. The
response seemed encouraging: "I am
the marshal of the college." But baf-
flement only increased. Finally the girl
achieved a second question. "And who
are you?" she asked blushing and cring-
ing, but withal, with a note of firmness
in her voice. "I am Miss Knapp," re-
plied the marshal of the college with
sweet patience and humility.
WHEN Perry was looking for the j
NEWS office on a day when the
new Ad building was even newer, he
happened upon an office, of all things.
He inquired of someone he found un-
der numerous papers, pamphlets, and
forms-to-be-filled-out, if she knew
where the NEWS office was. Almost
haughtily she disclaimed all knowledge
of the existence of such a thing and
implied that NEWS had probably been
left to its own devices in the Chapel
basement. Now Perry knew he must
oe right and so he kept on plodding
through the labyrinth that goes under
the alias of Hetty H. R. Green, and
eventually he did come upon the new
NEWS office all shining and resplen-
dent. He has always been meaning to
go back to the other office and tell that
eirl what's what, but he doesn't trust
himself more than two doors away from
his own abode, so he is still lurking
about, hoping that she will wander in
bv mistake, at which time he will
proudly display his two plants, swivel
chairs, and red blotters.
P VEN the austerity of the Classics
'-' Room has been invaded by an at-
mosphere of flippancy which has ac-
companied the warmer weather. Perry
discovered the bust of noble Augustus
on the window still facing toward the
new green of Tower Hill, his back
turned on the room of students en-
grossed in Latin literature. As one
student explained—the Great Man must
get awfully tired of eternally ob-
serving rows of intellectuals thumbing
their grammars. Perry observed that




dents who work their way through col-
lege could not afford a college educa-
tion elsewhere. Penn Normal is an in-
dustrial and agricultural school situ-
ated on an island off the coast of North
Carolina. It is the oldest elementary
school for negroes in the South and
has an enrollment of 275 boys and
girls. Laurinburg Normal and Indus-
trial Institute has lost heavily in the
bank crashes of the past few months:
its 600 boys and girls are afraid they
will have to be sent home. Ewha Col-
lege is the oldest woman's college in
Korea. While Wellesley celebrates the
opening of its beautiful new hall, Ewha
is working to raise the $250,000 still





On Sunday afternoon, March 15,
Alfred P. Decamp, c. S. B.. of the First
I
Church of Christ. Scientist, in Boston
lectured on Christian Science: its Ac-
cord with the Lord's Prayer.
Mr. Decamp interpreted the Chris-
tian Scientist translation of the Lord's
Prayer as adapted to usage by Mary
Baker Eddy, the founder of the Chris
Man Scientist Church. In the
of his discussion he Included principles
of the sect's doctrine, stating that
Christian Science is based on the rec-
ognition of the infinity of good which
is God.
The Christian Scientist believes in
reinstating Christianity through the
ancient method of healing which is
accomplished by overcoming evil on
the basis of its unreality and unim
portance. Sickness, mental and pscho




'25 Charlotte Young to Mr. Ken-
neth F. Bates.
'28 Harriet Parsons to Mr. Edward
Woods, University of Southern Cali-
fornia.
MARRIAGES
'28 Helen Ritchie Petit to Mr. John
O'Hara, March 28, 1930.
DEATHS
'97 Florence Foley, February 6 in
Gulfport, La.
'16 Miriam Iszard Guest, March 4,
















^Continued rage l. Col. 5)
8. The Wellesley Friendly Aid
9. The National Student Council
of the Young Women's Chris-
tian Association 300
A T an official dinner not so long
^ ago. the hostess, a prominent
member of the administration, was told
( °r so the story goes) by one of the
less knowing of our maids, that there
were no seconds on the food,
D ROBABLY the last story
_.._
Ing the Model League and its well-
known assembly at Wellesley now ap-
pears. Someone accosted a housemoth-
er and asked her just where they were
holding the Mock League. Perry was
sneaking along behind and he heard
aU
- Poor old Perry, he knew, he knew I
$871
The World's Student Christian Fed-
eration promotes the discussion of in-
ternational questions, the interchange
of ideas, and the cultivation of under-
standing and goodwill among the stu-
dents of 24 national student movements.
The National student Council is an
elected group of 150 members repre-
senting 100.000 women students in 600
American student associations. It aids
college associations in their administra-
tive work; provides ten summer con-
ferences and more than 100 week-end
institutes such as the Detroit Student-
Faculty Conference held jointly with
the Council of Young Men's Christian
Associations; and it serves the thous-
ands of foreign students who come
every year to study in the United
States.
In the interest of Education, the Ser-
vice Fund Committee made six appro-
priations:
1. Constantinople College for Wo-
men (scholarship fund) $200
2. Northland College, Wisconsin
(endowment fund) 100
3. Penn Normal and Agricultur-
al School, North Carolina 100
4. Hampton Normal 25
5. Laurinburg Normal and Indus-
trial, South Carolina 75
6. Ewha College, Korea 200
$700
Northland College Is the only insti-
tution of higher learning within a ra-
dius of 200 miles. Many of Its stu-
fExclusively "j )
t for Womenj )
29 East 29th St. I
30 East 30th St. I
NEW YORK CITY C
THE Ideal Residence for Those S
Coming to Town for Shop- v
ping, the Theatres or to Enjoy /
the Many Cultural Advantages
^
Offered in New York. C
DAILY RATES—NONE HIGHER \
Rooms wttb Running Water \
For One — $2.00 . 2.25 (
For Two — . . . 2.50 )
Rooms with Private Bath /
For One — $2.50 . 3.00
For Two— 3.50 . 4.00
IMAGINE IT!







60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.
11:00 A. M. to 7:30 P. M. Sunday, 5:80 to 7:50 P. M.
Tel. Wellesley 1089
lere's a new Thrill
^
WHITE STAR • RED STAR
ATLANTIC TRANSPORT





YOU can't help but feel a bit
* adventurous in these new
Dormie Pajamas for though they
are essentially gypsy in their gay
coloring, the voluminous trousers
swish with all the grandeur of
your most formal evening gown.
Another nice thing about our
Dormie Pajamas is that they slip











JEAN H. HERZBERG. 1931
CAROLYN B. HULL, 1932
VIRGINIA C. SHOEMAKER. 1933
Reporters NATALIE A. BRYAN
ISABEL CRANFILL, 1932
ISABEL EHRLICH. 1933
L. ELIZABETH HEADER, 1933
JANE W. PHILBRICK. 1932








All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 10 A. M. on
Sunday.
VERMILLION.
Published week of students of Wellesler College
tributiona should b P. M. Saturday at the latest, and
ebould be addressee
office by 2:80 P. M news should >e sent to Laura Dwight. Welleeley,
Mmi. All buainea should be sent to the Wellesley
College News, Well
the Post Office at Wellesley Branch.
Boston. Mass., unde r the Act of March , 187S. Acceptance for mailing at special rates
of postage provided for in section 1103. A t of October 3, 1917, authorized October 30, 1919.
STRAGGLERS NOT WANTED
To the Wellesley College News:
The celebration of Honors Day has
brought to the attention of the col-
lege the fact that many students have
won recognition for having successfully
maintained a high standard of scholas-
tic work. The raising of the stand-
ards required for work of diploma
grade, on the other hand, turns our at-
tention to another aspect of scholar-
been given the same treatment. Why
excuse a poor dramatic attempt just
because it was given by strangers? On
reading the criticism we did not re-
ceive the impression that the writer
was judging it by other than amateur
standards. She considered it below the
level of a good, non-professional play.
She would not dare to compare it with
a Guild play. We do not see why the
critic should be condemned on that
point.
Good criticism is, after all, based on
unbiased opinion. The merits of a play
are discussed as one person sees them.
.
There is no reason why the newspaper I am the NEWS'S office dog
critic should have softened her rather My fame you've heard before
harsh estimate of the play. It Is what ' And my fall from grace, my deep dis-
she truthfully thought about it. Why grace
should any one object so furiously to I cannot but deplore.
AN HONORABLE CONFESSION
what is, above everything else,
ter of personal opinion?
TIME STANDS STILL!
To the Wellesley College News:
that this depart-
I
Since sweetest days of infancy
j
My fondness for expression
, In barkings loud and howlings drear
i
Has met with stern repression.
But Thursday last I went to haunt
j
My former happy home
In that low basement cold and darls
I Beneath the Chapel dome.
Requiem Alice Vinton Waite
Cramped quarters have been re- That Miss Alice Vinton Waite, Dean
placed by spacious rooms; yellowing of the College, is leaving in June for
framework has given way to impr
stone and brick; the lowly dugout has
been expanded and exalted into the
dignity of an office. And with this
passing of the old, this coming of the
new, has been spelled the doom of one
more generation of college officers; the
desertion of the dugout has been rapid-
ly followed by the death of its last
senior inhabitants. With this copy of
the NEWS we write our last words;
with this issue we bid the college fare-
well as we mournfully sign five names
to the death warrant.
Fearful and hesitant, yet eager and
enthusiastic, we grasped our editorial
pen for the first grand flourishes just
one year ago. Bravely and boldly did
we wield that pen in the early months
of authority. With cheerful optimism
we begged our readers for active co-
operation; humble, but unflagging, we
criticized or analyzed or attacked; un-
noticed but persistent, we pled, we
declaimed, we lamented, we cen-
sured. Later, more sobered and re-
strained, we turned to quizzes and
generals, societies and cars and tele-
phones.
In steady metamorphosis we have
passed through all the stages, from
our first nervous but elated steps into
the realm of the editor, through the
buoyant and self-reliant periods of
grandest ideas and most sweeping
forms, into the calm of sane editorial
maturity. We have learned that those
mentors to whom we appealed
earnestly have else to do besides
answering our queries; we have dis
covered that educational systems and
human weaknesses are not miraculous-
ly altered by ten magic strokes of a
pen or ten nightly clicks of the type-
writer; we have realized that the alum-
nae and undergraduates will not be
coaxed nor coerced to a consideration
of changes, that the administration
will not be moved by bitter outcries to
forget the general or restore our auto-
mobile. We have seen, and we have






What of the class of Sirls wno not
|
ment of Free Press was not modeled | And there the ghosts of former days
only do not try to study conscientiously,
aftw Dorothy Dix; nevertheless, there ' Did so depress my soul
but openly scoff at those who do? These
'
fc somethlng on my mlnd that> , thinK \ That j. oped my jaws and let a nowI
are the people—I cannot call them stu- may find expresslon nere Does it take i Through the empty basement rolldents-who hang on semester after
| five mjnutes t0 wa]k down one flignt Qf . But tne organ pipeS| the organ
semester, just on or just off pro, who cut






Southern limbs" ought to do better i Into their hallowed tubes enticed
e than that. Yet, recently, I glanced
|
These sounds of grieving love.





P!°;i Pounders by which the hour was 2:35. | For I never intended wrong
Then I walked directly down the main I never dreamed that my canine woe
steps—stopping to speak to no one, I , Would startle a mighty throng,
swear—and, to my consternation, found
,
My moans I thought a passer-by
that, according to the clock on the Might attribute to powers occult
first floor, the time was 2:40. This ' But I never knew in Wellesley I'd be
instance has considerably shaken my! An "unexpected result."
self-esteem. Yet I am inclined to lay
the blame on the clocks rather than' :
on my pedal appendages, especially
|
since there seems to be a discrepancy I
with variations, the papers of their
j
classmates when they themselves have
;
brag about having "gotten away
murder." The other day I heard a girl,
j
supposedly possessed of the intelligence !
and maturity of a college woman, boast
\
that she had cut some dozen or fifteen
classes of one course in a single semes-
ter. and had finally gotten by with a
'
D because the instructor did not "dare" i
This is no isolated case.
«
. exceedingly troublesome
a sabbatical year and that she is re-
tiring in June, 1932, is a fact the im-
port of which it is difficult to compre-
hend. Even those of us who have been
here less than four years realize what
| flunk ner
an integral part of the college Miss
j
There is
Waite has become in the thirty-five group in the college, happily „ .,
during which she has served Wei- I ity, who make it their business to just
j ^f^^f Cl°CkS hlther and y°n | Man oT Crew Adonais
apacity of teacher and
j
get by and to encourage others to do
dean, and we feel the loss which her de-
parture will mean to the administra-
tion, to the faculty, and to the students.
Inadequate as our words must be, we
should like to give expression to that
sentiment shared alike by all those who
Dean," the expression of our apprecia-
tion of her work, and of our regret that
Wellesley must lose one of her most
outstanding members, one who has
watched the growth and development
of the college and who has contributed
to that growth services, both concrete
and intangible, which have been of as
much help to us as individuals as
they have been of inestimable value
to the college as a unit.
so, and who evidently forget that Wel-
lesley College is neither a place where
one may reside for four years and en-
joy a charming social life to the exclu-
sion of study, nor yet a club where one
may spend one's days in gossip and
into contact with "The | brIdge to the end that one mav be-








i institution of higher
place for all students
who are really inter- :
bout campus.
There is a master clock. I know, in
the Power House, and supposedly it
regulates all the other time pieces by
electricity. Bu"t something is wrong
somewhere, and I am loth to believe
that I am almost incredibly slow on
occasion, and again so swift that I
reach Tower Court at the same minute
that I left Founders—according to the
college clocks. Won't some one lift me
from the horns of this dreadful dilem-
ma? I can not get pass a clock these
days without peering at it sideways;
for always the fear remains with me
that I may arrive at my destination,
horribile dictu, before I start.
Maybe setting the clocks would help.
1932
Being a past chapter in the annals
of Wellesley sport, by that grand Old
special
interview with that octogenarian who
But faltering we can not exist. With
our renewed hesitancy, born this time
of skepticism, we demonstrate that the
old order must pass. From our ashes
must emerge a new spirit, which will
inspire to new strivings our successors
in office. With confidence in their
aims and in their ability, with assur-
ance of our good will and eager antici-
pation of their moves, we bequeath to
them our editorial chair and our edi-
torial pen, as we trace this last stroke
of our adieu.
ested in study and wish to find out
for themselves that culture which con-
sists of being acquainted with "the
best that has been said and thought
in the world." It has no place fori
stragglers who not only waste their I
parents' money and throw away the | COLLEGE INSTALLS
best opportunities they will ever have
to get an education, but who seriously
lower the morale of the college and be-
come nuisances both in the classroom
and outside. If the people to whom
!




chose to Peer out of
the message which it holds for them,
|
at least let the true students in the col-
college a large part lege realize the injustice that is being ! n0linced The village juniors for 1931
high collars before I done the ideals of scholarship for which ' 3? were then cheered as they took
Down With High Collars
The oft-debated question of high col
lars versus low was never so strong
ly brought home to a senior class a!
last Thursday. For the first time since
we have been
of the class \
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5
Ol'ltCC) '
attributes his strength of mind and
body to Tower Court tapioca, the fol-
lowing amazing facts were revealed, we
hope for the last time. Our hero was
then affiliated with a Boston rowing
outfit, which has asked to have its
name suppressed. The events we speak
of transpired in '79, which, if I re-
member correctly, was a good year for
alfalfa. I will now let Adonais tell his
own story.
"Well, it was back in the pre-polo-
coat era which in itself is something
to be thankful for. At seven o'clock
on the morning of the great day, I
rounded up my shell mates (or were
they cell mates?) for the trip, for we
were to paddle to Wellesley stopping
for lunch at Riverside—a pleasant
rt_, :
place. Riverside, before commercialism
Or t ICERS and the B. & A. set in. The natives
of Riverside, there were only two in
the exercises intimately associated they and Wellesley stand, and
with commencement.
There are those whose devotion to
these torturous articles is founded up-
on the belief that the trim and rather
elegant appearance lent by bone-ribbed
collars must be worth the suffering
that wearing them imposes. This
group of ardent supporters is usually
composed of non-members of the sen-
ior class and members of the class who
have never worn the collars.
give
their positions upon the rather battle-
these unworthy and troublesome in- I ment
-"ke structure to the left of the
dividuals as little encouragement in
stePs - Frenzied congratulations and
their chosen field of endeavor as they
J
a lalge press resulted, in which more
deserve.
j
than ono embryonic village junior lost
1931 tne rose Pinned upon her coat. It
j
was announced that no village juniors
have as yet been assigned houses. The
list of officers and of village juniors
follows:
DEFENDING CRITICISM
To the Wellesley College News:
One article in NEWS, the criticism'!
MAJOR OFFICERS
President College Government, Marv
of the play presented by William and Elizabeth Wheeler; President Christian
We can well understand the feeling Maly dram<»tic club, seems to have Association, Mary Maxwell Norton-
-oused a great de.1 of comment. In
\ chief Justice Superior Court. Cometo
- the Free iRobison; President Barnswallows As




Katharine Kirby; President Athletic
class to vote thatthat led the
upon all formal
quated neck apparel be employed. But
we are at a loss to understand how,
after last week, even the most ardent
exponents of elegance could vote, were
the matter again brought forward for
consideration, that the class wear high
collars on the formal occasions that
are to come.
We trust that the senior class will
reconsider the matter. We hope that
the class will remember that June heat
will make such wearing apparel even
more uncomfortable. May 1931 be a
brave class and start a tradition of
comfort.
esponse to a letter printed i
Press column of March 5, i
to defend it.
Criticism should
diced estimate of a play, according to
j
Association, J;
one person's opinion. The NEWS cri- I Chief News, Hortense Landauer
tic presented her opinions and backed
,
VILLAGE JUNIORS
them with clear evidence. She judged
|
Mary Elizabeth Anderson Ernestine
it according to her standards, and
! Beebower. Elinor Best Grace Beerfovfound it poor. She was unhampered,
j
Betty Brastow, Esther' Edwards, Isabel'
Ehrlich, Nancy Fitzwilliams, Jane
Griswold, Harriet Haynes Marciaduced by some other college does not
I
Heald, Elizabeth Howe MawaretHuUmake it any better, nor should it make I Sally Kenniston. Arece Llmb
'
the feelings of the reader any softer. Katharine Lyons Elizabeth »
If it had been a Wellesley nrodnrti™ i.m,™ „ .. „
l ' Mairen,
barah Supplee. Eliza- For i
living
as all good critics should be, by senti-
ment. The fact that the play was pro-
p duction, Eileen Sparro.
- venture to state that it would have| beth Wyckoff.
those days, were lined up along the
shore in order of their importance. As
we passed along, whistling bravely to
keep up our sinking spirits, they tossed
their caps in the air crying "Huzza!"
We acknowledged the tribute and pro-
ceeded up the Charles.
"About four in the afternoon we
were shooting the rapids surrounding
the golf course—it was not a golf
course in those days because croquet
was more 'au fait' as they say in the
old country. The center wicket was
on the present sixth hole and par was
two with one to carry. Eventually we
neared Waban. but it was now getting
dark. Old College Hall had two lan-
terns in the belfry which, if you know
your literature, meant onslaught by
sea. But we had a surprise in store
for us. Imagine our chagrin, our
bafflement to find it was Float Night.
With a brave smile I faced my com-
panions. 'Men,' I said, for they had
aged during the trip, 'it is an impasse.'
Then brightening a bit I added, 'Shall
we turn the tables on them?' The idea
met with frantic acclaim. 'I happen
to know by fair means or foul that
they are giving Euphues this ye»r -
You catch the significance?'
"Silently we crossed our oars. We
pushed into the limelight. We a"
muttered words beginning alternately
with 'x' and 'y.' The crowd on *e
shore was overcome, and let me W"
you there were swoonings a-plents'-
see, my dears, we were a
mple of cross alliteration."








In Spring Informals Barn has in-
deed proved that it can present a
program which from every aspect de-
serves praise. The plays were unusual-
ly well chosen, especially in view of
the available talent.
Although they were varied, the plays
did not present the violent contrasts
in mood which so often have perplexed
and disconcerted the audience. It was
not expected that any of the produc-
tions would be finished, but the rough
spots were unusually well smoothed
over by the spirit and speed with which
the plays were presented.
The Milne play which the freshmen
gave was especially difficult because of
its modern rather conventional atmos-
phere and because it includes in its
cast two men who are members of
Parliament. Parts of this type are
always most difficult for the college
girls to assume and the freshmen de-
serve especial credit.
The Junior play, A Night at an Inn,
was splendidly cast, and the tense
mysterious atmosphere which the story
demands was well achieved. The
violence of the action might well have
made the play absurd; but the stab- 1
bings of the priests and their deaths
were so convincing that they added
much to the tension of the scene.
The competition was won by the last
play which was Chekhov's The Boor.
Both the play and this production of
it at times bordered on burlesque, but
this did not detract from its excellence.
The coloring of the scene was especially
effective. The leads were skillful, with-
out losing humor, in suggesting the
gradual changes in mood and thought.
A. K. P., '31
DEAN WAITE RETIRES
AFTER LONG SERVICE
(Continued From Page 1, Col. 4)
in her native Vermont, her A. B. de-
gree from Smith in 1886, and her A. M.
in 1894 after graduate study at Yale
under Professors T. R. Lounsbury and
A. S. Cook. In 1903 Miss Waite was
made associate professor of English
literature, and in 1911 she became pro-
fessor.
In 1913, Miss Waite was appointed
Dean of the College, and this position
she held ever since, teaching, as well,
until two years ago, her popular course
in Modern Drama. She is the editor
of Ben Jonson's English Grammar,
1909; and one of the compilers of
Modern Masterpieces of Short Prose
Fiction, 1911.
Since 1926 Dean Waite has lived at
"Oakwoods" with "her sister. . Miss
Louise Waite. They will both spend
next year abroad.
The new Dean, Dr. Coolidge, is a
graduate of Miss Winsor's School in
Boston, and of Bryn Mawr College,
1914. After teaching in Miss Park's
School, Brookline, from 1915-17, she
worked during the War at the Lewis
Manufacturing Company in Walpole,
Mass. Prom 1922-24 she was a warden
at Bryn Mawr with duties in the Bu-
reau of Recommendations and in the
Office of Admission. In 1926 she re-
ceived the degree of Ed. M. from the
Harvard School of Education and in
1927 her A. M. at Radcliffe. Further
graduate work at RadclifTe was sup-
plemented by a winter's study in Ger-
many, and in 1930 Miss Coolidge re-
ceived her Ph. D. in Philosophy.
In addition to her administrative
duties, Dr. Coolidge will teach in the
department of Philosophy.
FOCUSSED ON THE SCREEN
Today, tomorrow, and Saturday the
Community Playhouse is presenting an
unusually fine double-feature bill. The
use of the return checks, which makes
it possible to see both pictures on dif-
ferent nights, can, during these three
days, be put to best advantage. One
of the features will be Inspiration, with
a distinguished cast, including Greta
Garbo. Robert Montgomery, Lewis
Stone, and Marjorie Rambeau. Thts
account of the nobility of the love of
a woman of the world for a young
provincial student is far above the
ordinary run of moving picture
scenarios. The second picture
_.
this splendid bill will be The Royal
Family of Broadway, Starring Ina
Claire and Predric March, and in
eluding in its cast Mary Brian am
Henrietta Crosman. This is baser,
on the popular play, The Royal Family
the characters are, in life, the Barry-
more family.
One of the features next Monday.
Tuesday, and Wednesday will be New
Moon, based on the musical succes
the same name. The leading parts
taken by Lawrence Tibbett, of Metro-
politan Opera Company fame, and
Grace Moore, who also has a fine v
Clara Bow, in JVo Limit, wiTl be the
second feature. Miss Bow starts out
as a movie usherette, in this picture
which provides an excellent oppor-




Playing faculty laziness, the students
of the University of Minnesota recently
filed, according to the N. S. F. A., a
petition requesting the university to
place on file in the library copies of all
the final exams given in the university,
in an effort to curb the weakness of the
faculty to give the same exam more
than once. This repetition, it was
argued, is unfair to the unorganized
men on the campus, as fraternity men
can usually get copies of previous
exams from fraternity brothers and
can, without much studying during the
semester, pass the exams with what the
petitioners claimed are unjustifiably
high grades. The petition is to be taken
up by the student board, and with its
approval, the faculty will take action
on the case, according to Dean R. A.
Stevenson. At least one half of the
students had signed the petition after
it had been in existence for only seven
PLIMPTON ROOM OPENS
TO DISPLAY BOOKS
(Continued From Page 1, Col. 5) '
der such restrictions as are necessary
for safeguarding the valuable posses-
sions when the room is open. It is
not possible to have it open regular-
ly bul the Librarian, who is also the
curator, will be there this week.
An exhibition from the collection, il-
lustrative of the development of bind-
ing, has been placed in the cases out-
side the room. One case has examples
of very early binding, another displays
bindings of the sixteenth to the eigh-
teenth centuries, and a third shows
specimens of signed bindings by nine-
teenth century French and English
binders of repute. The fine leather
and the delicacy and originality of the
tooling of some of these books shows
the superiority of such work over the
ordinary machine stamped leather
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Sat., March 21, One Day Only




Mon. and Tues., March 23, 24
Joan Crawford in
"Dance, Fools, Dance"
Wed. and Thurs., March 25, 26
Ronald Colman in





length, French kidskin in the











The World's Greatest Leather Stores
Boiton, 145 Tremont Street




Evenings at 7.30, Mstinees on Mon.,
Wad., and Sat. at J.30
fTTTTTTTTT/M TTTTTTTTTT.
Thnn., F,i. and Sat.
Greta Garbo in
"Inspiration" Finl F,i. and Sat.
alio
"The Royal Family of Broadway"
Finl Thiir.,
with Fredric March and Ina Claire
An Aesop's Fable Fox News
Week of March 23
Mon., Tues. and Wed.
"New Moon" First Tues. and W.d.
with Lawrence Tibbett and Grace Moore
also Clara Bow in
"NO Limit" First on Mon.
A Paramount Pictorial Pathe New,
Thurs., Fri and Sat.
Charles Farrell and Janet Gaynor in
"The Man Who Came Back"
Us. a return check. You must see both




At your favorite store, or order from
:
HARRIET R. BELLMAN, Inventor-Owner
315 West 97th St.. Apt, 31, New York City
Flowers for Spring Events
teas, dances, parties—no mat-
ter what the necessity for deco-
ration
—
you can be sure that
flowers will be just the thing.
In many lovely colors, reason-
ably priced
—
you're sure of sat-
isfaction and adequacy if you
use flowers.
Visit the flower show at
Mechanics Building all this
week. See bountiful beau-
ty — lovely pictures you
1't forget.
FLOWERS
Make Your Reservation Now
When You Return From Your Easter Vacation
Store Your Car With Us
modern up-to-date 100% Fireproof Garage. Auto-
matic Sprinkler over every car. Storage space
for 150 cars. Modern up-to-date equipment for
GREASING — OILING — Washing, Simonizing
and Vacuum Cleansing.
WELLESLEY COLONIAL GARAGE, INC.
WALTER J. GRIFFIN, Manager
Cor. Linden and Central Streets
Wellesley 2 Thousand






Roses, Lilies, Turquoise Ocean,
Coral Beaches, Bicycle Picnics,
Sailing Parties—and above all
SMITHS'
overflowing with FRENCH PERFUME
and EUROPEAN WEARABLES —
ALL REASONABLE IN PRICE
BECAUSE OF BERMUDA'S LOW
IMPORT DUTY.
thePlease ask at the office of this newspaper jo.
"KEY TO BERMUDA"
with Money Tables, Tourist Map,
Historical Sketch, Points of
Interest, etc.





With arrival of spring comes, per-
haps to three classes, more time for
reading; for the seniors, suggestions
for the best of the new spring books
may at least be used as ideas for grad-
uation presents!
There seem to be especially many
good works of fiction this spring—
a
Biography
Rinehart's autobiography. My Story.
In this book, Mrs. Rinehart tells the
story of her own life with all the sense
for drama which went into The
Amazi7ig Interlude, and with the hu-
mor of Tish. Education of a Princess
is an intimate, absorbing account, by
herself, of the life of the Grand
Duchess Marie. She writes well and
dramatically of her life at the Russian
court, as the unhappy bride of Prince
William of Sweden, as a nurse at the
front, as a hunted fugitive from thel
fortunate situation considering the fact
j
Revolution, and finally as an expatriate town. A $275,000 municipal office build-
that college girls have been proven to ; in Paris and America. Theatre Street, I ing is now being planned. Funds were
read more fiction than any other
|
by Tamara Karsavina, is a delightful also appropriated for the construction
species of literature. Among those i and novel autobiography. It is a book of a school in the Pells district,
books which will be read quickly, and , peopled by international celebrities,
| At the flrst session a debate ensued
provide pleasant entertainment, are
|
and full of fascinating observations by
The Sophisticates by Gertrude Ather- ! the famous Russian dancer,
ton—a story of the enigma of i
woman's soul—and House Party, a ga;
and sophisticated novel of cosmopoli-
j
Among the new biographies ar
tan setting, beginning in Brussels, and James McNeil's Whistler, Colonel Mott
moving on to London. A simpler, and Tjie Memoirs of Marshal Foch, Mrs.' cerned itself with the improvement of
more powerful, story is Mrs. Fischer's
\ Gaskell and her Friends by Elizabeth ' the Hunnewell Playground, after which
Haldane. and The Dukes of Bucking- ' the interests of Wellesley sport received
ham, by Tristram Coffin. A thoroughly > due consideration,
during the war, exists in her love for! rpndnhip mv>im nf chnrt et,,Hioc ic I « * +,to
I
reaaaDie group 01 snort studies is One of the most serious problemshusband and son, who are fighting; Gamaliel Bradford's The Quick and the] the town has ever faced, the loca-
when the war is finally over and these
j
Deadi a g^p including distinguished
, tion of a part of the new highway be-two men are restored to her. it entails portraIts of Roosevelt, Wilson. Coolidge.
; tween Boston and Worcester, was next
the destruction of a portion of her Edison, Ford, Mussolini, Lenin, and
j
discussed
happiness. A book, very much worth
|
other dominant personalities,
while, has just been published this
week by Henry Holt and Company—! Among new works by well-known
Jaques de Lacretelle's A Man's Life, j poets, the volumes most deserving of
This novel was awarded the 1930 1 mention are Roy Campbell's Adamas-
Grand Prize of the French Academy; ; tor - an<* Stephen Vincent Benet's Bal~
the translation is by Edwin Cranberry, i *<*&$ and Poems. In Adamastor re-
the American novelist, who says of I appears the vigor and fresh original-
this story of marital relations. "It is a ity. the strength and imagination :
feUow Road
'
and sP°ke of the threat-
beautiful. brilliant novel, with all thel which have already been associated I ened destruction of her trees and the
very finest qualities of great French I with The Flaming Terrapin. Benet's, s
writing." Writing in the mature Ballads and Poems provide reading
tradition of the best French literature, rnost as laudable as his John Brown'
M. De Lacretelle tells in the flrst per-
j
Body—and for those who especially
|
state™ent of the ca
son of his hero's love for Elise, of their admire Benet, there is available the ing that the motion
life together, and of their emotional Brentano de luxe edition of two I reJected -
complications—and tells his story with
|
hundred autographed copies,
beautiful clarity both of style and J H., '
analysis. A very different type of story
|
-•
is Ian Greig's The Trageiy o, "iel MISS CARR SURVEYS
Chinese Mine. Here the plot centers
about a lost mine and there is enough
excitement for the most jaded palate.
This is an exciting detective story, by
an author who has an unusual capa- j .
city for injecting novel situations into . . , .
. . . . . . . .
. „
, ., \
pictures of absorption spectra.
his plots, and maintaining the cunositv ,.~ . t ,





difference between the heats of
of his audience to the final page, where bustion of
TRANSACT BUSINESS
AT TOWN MEETING
Last week Alumnae Hall was the
scene of the Wellesley Town Meet-
ing. On March 9, 10, and 11, Wel-
lesley voters gathered to discuss the
thirty-eight articles which appeared in
the warrant for the March session.
A large amount of business was trans-
acted, some of which is of interest to
us as being part-time residents of the
I
on the subject of a proposed new street
connecting College Heights with the
i Isaac Sprague School. A lively argu-
i ment followed and the proposition was
|
rejected. The second installment of
j
the meeting on Tuesday evening con-
A complete view of the his-
j
tory of the proposed highway was pre-
I
sented. The Harmon Route was ad-
|
vocated as Wellesley's strongest hope.
|
Miss Anne Evans Bancroft spoke and
!
showed the situation as it applied to
|
her personally. She lives on the cor-
I




the side of the road" if the highway




Taken from Claflin Archway
week of March 7 - 14.
FOR SALESn
Carefully used and looked after.
$50.00.
108 Brook St.. Wellesley
Tel. Wellesley 1238-R
RECENT LIGHT STUDY
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
emphatically
At the Wednesday session more ap-
propriations were made with scarce-
ly any discussion.
The March Town Meeting closed with
a vote of thanks to Wellesley College
for the use of Alumnae Hall and to
the officers who conducted the session.
The
substantial justice is done. There
have recently been many tales of
murder—murders in Moorish castles,
in Louis Quinze salons, in modernistic
penthou:
murders. But M, a detective novel
not of these—it is a story that is
lievable, and its tragedy has
truth. In different vein,
Green's sprightly romance of misad-
venture, Reader, I married Him. A
very fine realistic novel is Vicki BaunYs
Grand Hotel, which has achieved,
in play form, phenomenal success. | T°o little is known yet about the i
Other recent novels worthy of significance of these relationships to I Colonial Bldtr
recommendation are House Party by come to any definite conclusions. The
J
E. M. Delafield, a gay, spontaneous) remarkable agreement of data from
novel about a wealthy English war- i thermo-chemistry and light absorption
widow of possessive instincts and social seerns to indicate that a relation does
exist, and thus opens up a new and
interesting field of exploration.




ponding saturated and Waban Block
unsaturated molecules bears a definite
numerical relation to the difference in
energy of the two characteristic ab-
j r>l> pATTT F FVTTPFTT I
,
sorption bands of the unsaturated) LMD" r UL *=*« ^\MbMS,MLl 1
mostly wholly incredible
(
molecule> It is the discovery of tnis OSTEOPATHY
definite relationship which is the most PHYSIOTHERAPY
Interesting and fundamental result of HOURS: 2:30 P. M. to 5:00 P. M.F
Aim




Waban Block Tel. Wei. 0300-W ies I
may prove, Miss Carr believes, to be a |
new way to study molecular structure,
and to find out what happens during ' Dr.
combustion.
F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A.
Wei. 1212-M I
ambitions. Family Circle by Inez
Haynes Irwin, a story of a New
England family, and The Little
Town by Heinrich Mann, center-
ing upon the visit of an opera company
to a little Italian town. Among the
best of the novels that are soon to be
published are The Orchid by Robert
Nathan, the story of a pathetic little :




Wellealey Sq. Phone 1901-1900!
BROCKTON GIRLS ARE
HOSTS TO STUDENTS
Eight girls of the Wellesley Student
Industrial Group spent the week-end
group of New Yorkers, White Fawn by I of March seventh and ej mh jn Brock
Olive Higgins Prouty, an engaging ton> Massachusetts,
story of Boston society, and Poor Caro ceived by the
They w
Brockton girls at the
line by Winifred Holtby, me story of Y
. w
. G A . and spent tne aftemoon
that perennial type, a visionary and
an optimist, sure of herself and her
mission in life but a splendid fraud to
the rest of the world.
Autobiography
Heading the ranks of autobiography
is Dr. Janet Miller's Jungles Preferred.
The author is not only a famous medi-
cal missionary, but also a shrewd, un-
walking and talking with the Brock-
ton girls. In the evening, Teresa Gold
of Brockton spoke of the history and
organization of the Boot and Shoe
Workers Union.
Saturday night was spent in the
homes of the Brockton girls. Sun-
day the Student Industrial group at-
tended the Regional Conference of the
sentimental observer with the ability state Branch of the American Fed
to describe her experiences with vigor
| ation of Labor, held in Brockton, to
and humor. As head of a hospital
Central Africa she faced distrust,
norance and superstition—and her
journal is an engrossing account of her
travels, hardships and achievements in
the Dark Continent. Less moving, but
also extraordinary, is Mary Roberts
which two of the Brockton members
went as delegates from the Boot and
Shoe Workers Union of that city. Prior
to their departure the Wellesley girls
attended a tea and discussed plans for
the Group's next meeting, to be held
at Wellesley on Sunday, April 12.
Wellesley Square
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Altering and Remodeling Gowns














With the advent of the new season, one can't
be too careful about the sort of footwear one
chooses. But with a Thayer McNeil store right
in the "Vil" there's not a chance of your
choosing unwisely. Above: A lovely silver
and white brocaded evening slipper with
silver kid trim. It can be dyed and is oh, so
kind to your allowance (its price is only $13)!
And you'll find the pin seal pump below at
important places this Spring! It's very high
style, beautifully finished and comes in taupey
brown with brown astralac trim, or black
with gun metal astralac. Priced at 818.50.
THAYER. McNEIL
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Out From Dreams and
Theories
SOCIAL SERVICE CAMPS
There are positions open for coun-
selors at several summer camps, main-
tained by health and social service or-
ganizations. Counselors are needed for
Scouting, Crafts, Pioneering, Dancing
and for General Counselorships. A
salary in addition to living expenses is
paid. For further information, apply
to Personnel Bureau.
NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY
TRAINING CLASS ANNOUNCEMENT
The New York Public Library an-
nounces a training course for the fall
of 1931 (September 28-December 31, i
1931). This includes a two months' pe- !
riod of combined theoretical and prac-
tical work (no tuition) and one month i
of supervised paid service. After satis-
|
factory completion of the course, stu-
dents will be eligible for appointment
in the system at a minimum salary
of $110 per month. All students are
obligated to accept this appointment to
be held in good faith for at least one
year.
The class is limited to 25 students.
Application may be made in person or
by mail. A personal interview is neces-
sary. Inquiries may be addressed to
the Supervisor of Training, Room 73,
New York Public Library, at 476 Fifth







On Tuesday, March 10, a very in-
forming and interesting meeting was
held in Zeta Alpha House at which
three alumnae gave their experiences
as secretaries. The meeting was ar-
ranged by the Committee on Vocation-
al Information, and served the excel-
lent purpose of giving advice, infor-
mation and the results of others' ex-
perience. Miss Mary Elizabeth Ladd,
1927, now secretary to the Deputy
Treasurer of Harvard University, gave
a general survey of the training, meth-
ods of obtaining positions and the
characteristics most required for suc-
cess in secretarial work, stressing tact,
the necessity for good technique, and
patience with details which after all
really count. Miss Rosamond Barney,
1923, began her career as a teacher
and traced the reasons for her change
i
to her present work as secretary to a
j
high official of the Bethlehem Ship- i
building Corporation in Quincy. She
:
1 told, too, of the satisfactions of her I
position and the great variety of con-
I tacts and duties which it entails. Mrs.
'
Helen S. Mansfield of the Alumnae I
! Office spoke of secretarial work, es-
pecially as a vocation suitable for the
' married woman who also wishes to
j
carry on a home, and for part-time
|
work. She brought out the possibility
j
[ of dropping a secretarial job and tak- I
ing it up again without great loss, and
stressed the joys of an independent ln-
| come that such work made possible.
The three speakers brought out diverse
aspects of secretarial work and gave a
good idea of the wide range of oppor-
tunities that it affords.
MISS COFFEY TALKS
ABOUT MUSEUM WORK
to eight classes according to the fields [
in which they are interested. Thus I
there are groups studying in lending
departments, in junior exhibits, in
!
registrars' offices, in offices, in science
and public relations rooms, and in gen-
eral exhibits. With this study the gen-
eral course is completed. Apprentices
interested still further in their partic-
ular fields can then, Miss Coffey sug-
gested, obtain more intensive training
by taking courses at the Buffalo Acad-
emy of Science, at the Fogg Museum
at Harvard, and at the University of
Rochester.
According to Miss Coffey, this train-
ing is almost necessary for modern mu-
seum work, and is required by the ma-




Women's Educational and Industrial
Union, Boston, Massachusetts
mainder of the instruction is organized
on a project basis with tutorial super-
vision. It is preferred that those hold-
ing fellowships shall participate in the
co-operative studies planned for the
Research Department, but other pro-
jects may be submitted for consider-
ation by the Appointing Committee.
The training given includes plan
ning of investigations; preparation of
questionnaires, schedules and code
sheets; gathering of facts; the u:
|
punching, sorting and calculating
chines; construction and interpreta-
! tion of statistical tables; and the li-
terary presentation of the results of re-
]
search. Opportunities are given for
consultation with experts and for the




Applications must be filed May first.
For application blanks and answers to
inquiries, address: Department of Re-
search, Women's Educational and In-








ing. Battery service, wash-
ing.




69 Central St. Wellesley, Mass.
Telephone Wellesley 0409
There will be approximately 40 va-
i
cancies in the Massachusetts State De-
partment of Public Welfare for social
workers and junior social workers, and
approximately as many more in the
service of various cities.
Duties: Under immediate supervi-
sion to investigate cases of persons
who apply for old age assistance and
to perform social service case work
in connection with their care and treat-
ment; or to visit and care for chil-
dren under fourteen placed In foster
homes: or to investigate applications
for mother's aid and give the neces-
sary assistance and social service.
Examinations will be held April 11,
1931. Last day for filing applications,
April 1, 1931. The official notice is
posted on the Personnel Bureau bulle-
tin board.
MACY REPRESENTATIVES SPEAK
Last week two representatives from
the B. H. Macy Company visited Wel-
lesley. They spent two days interview-
ing girls interested in store work. On
Monday, March 9th, Miss Wilma Shan-
non of the training department spoke
on opportunities for employment in R.
H. Macy's and outlined their training
plan. Every year they carefully select
a group of young college graduates to
train for minor executive positions In
the store. Personal appearance, good
health, and previous experience are im-
portant considerations. Economics and
psychology are especially helpful pre-
paratory subjects. The enormous size
of the Macy organization provides va-
riety in types of work to suit many
tastes.
Macy's is instituting a new policy
of taking on a picked group of college
juniors in the summer. If these girls
are successful, they are taken on the
squad after graduation from college
and given permanent positions. Miss
Shannon cautioned, however, about the
extreme heat of New York in summer
and said this work should only be un-
dertaken by those in excellent physical
condition.
Girls interested in the Macy plan
who expect to be in New York during
the spring vacation are invited to visit
the store. They should go directly to
the Training Department on the six-
teenth floor, where they will be inter-
viewed and given an opportunity to go
• over the store.
On Friday afternoon, March 13, Miss
Katherine CoSey spoke to a group of
students at Zeta Alpha Society House,
on the aspects of museum work. Miss
Coffey, who is a member of the staff
of the Newark Museum, discussed the
requirements and interests needed for
this work by those trained in either
science, art, or general literature.
The training necessary, Miss Coffey
said, consists in a good education with
a college degree and a supplementary
course in the essentials of museum
work.
Miss Coffey traced the course that the
apprentice would be wise in following
if she desired to attain this valuable
training. To begin with, six weeks are
spent in a Public Library where the
apprentice learns to use the Library as
the tool with which to work later. Af-
ter this a certain number of weeks are
devoted to the practical study of mu-
1
seum problems in relation to past and
present conditions. In connection with
this study, more specialized work is
done. The apprentices are divided in-
Amount of Assistance
Three fellowships, each carrying a
stipend of $500, are offered to women
who wish to prepare for professional
positions in social-economic research.
Clerical assistance, equipment and ex-
penses incurred while doing field work
are supplied. Tuition is free. With
strict economy the fellowship will pay
living expenses in one of the large wo-
men's clubhouses or in a social settle-
ment, during the nine months required
for the research training.
Qualifications of Candidates
A degree from a college of recognized
standing, training in economics or so-
ciology, and satisfactory references in
regard to health, character and spec-
ial fitness for social-economic research
are required of candidates for the fel-
\
lowships. Those to whom they are
J
awarded usually register as graduate
j
students in the Department of Social-
Economic Research at Simmons Col-
! lege, and receive the master's degree




Students who take the research
training register in the formal courses
in statistics given by Dr. Lucile Eaves
Director of the Research Department
and Professor of Social-Economic Re-




viiretarial course valuaDie ^l.- m
ground for interesting career. Posi- „




crate tuition. Established 1S8+. V
Booklet. V
THE C. F. YOUNG SCHOOL 5#
/or Secretariat Training <tf
74 Sidney Pl.u Brooklyn Heights, N.Y. «
V WALK
THAT MAN!
You can't think what to give him ... but a
visit to this colorful . . . comfortable shop . . .
where Gifts for Men are a specialty ... is sure
to solve your problem.
GIFTS that fit into his round of daily living
that add comfort to his hours of rest . . .
zest to his recreation . . . pride to his enter-
taining . . . these are the sort of GIFTS for







The Laird-Schober name stands
for the ultimate in footwear fash-
ion! Quality! In fitting per-
fection ! Its presentation at Jor-
dan's represents one of the most
forward steps in history of a
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ibition of bindings from th.
1,,-iion in the cases in the up
tetters of Elizabeth Barret'
April ,1-7 inclusive—Alumnae Hall. Ob-
We Refuse to be Grouped to Type; But Alas!
Our Foods and Fads and Fashions
Standardize.
There was once a freshman who largely discarded in favor of the ban-
divided all Wellesley into four parts, danna—wherewith we fondly hoped to
all neatly labeled and docketed: the achieve that much-to-be-desired ef-
artists, the athletes, the sophisticates, feet of studied carelessness. Last
and the students. As each new victim spring the gaudy modernistic squares
appeared upon the horizon she was retired in favor of the more res-
seized upon, classified and trium- trained mosquito-net turbans, offlcial-
phantly pigeon-holed. But alas, the ly known as Davis caps. And the tur-
theory was exploded. The freshman ban motif continues this winter in
was horrified one day to find the the guise of jersey wrap-arounds,
athlete poring over etchings in the At about the same time that the
gift-shop; the languid artist made bandannas made their appearance
the senior crew; the student appeared we discarded stockings in favor of
after vacation with a fraternity pin, "footers," (whereupon the adminis-
and the sophisticate violated all tra- tration, if we remember rightly, re-
dition by heading the list of Phi quested that "socks be worn only in
Beta Kappa elections. conjunction with long stockings").
Apparently we refuse to be classi- We are wondering whether the uni-
/ersal popularity of ski-pants this
winter will not be a logical precedent
to the appearance of white sailor
fled as to type. But should the
freshman further pursue her quest for
standardization, she might be re-
warded with success by reflecting up- pants this spring. And if so, will the
on fad and fashion. There was the powers that be take action?
era of the beret, ranging all the way Furthermore, we all run to etchings
from the simple, unadorned navy (particularly Scotch terriers) and
blue of the Basque peasant through prints, and we all adorn our book-
the rainbow-hued angora tarns and case shelves with futuristic animals
the prickly straws with the perky —distorted creatures such as can on-
bows, even unto the creations in ly be the products of someone's de-
alien materials of Agnes and Moly- lirium tremens. And as a final proof
neux. The era has not yet come to of our standardization we all eat
a close, but for campus wear at least marmalade for breakfast, and we all




(Continued From Page 1, Col. 3;
»f knowledge. President Karl Taylor
Compton of the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, who spoke on La-
boratory Romances, declared that
scholarship as a pursuit was romantic
although the basis for its achievements
was necessarily dull.
"Foundations are always dull but
they are necessary to build upon," said
President Compton. "The superstruc-
tures are fascinating." To illustrate
his address the speaker pointed out
the work accomplished by men in elec-
trical research. Joseph Henry began
his work in electrical experimentation
by poring over a copy of a magazine on
popular science. His interest grew so
much that he finally devoted his en-
tire life to study, becoming head of the
Physics department at Princeton and
later head of the Smithsonian Insti-
j
tute. Richardson experimented with I
radio tubes for years trying to find the ,
insulating power of air. In his study
,
he accidentally stumbled upon the dis- ,
covery which made possible the Hem- !
ming valve for electric currents.
"Experiments are carried out by the
spirit of curiosity," said President Senior
Compton. "not by a predestined knowl-
edge of the ends which will be reached.
There is always a chance that some-
thing important may be discovered
ahead. The true scholar knows a real
desire for knowledge."
The members of Phi Beta Kappa were
announced by Miss McDowell. Dean
Waite announced the Juniors and Sen-
iors who had been named Durant and
Wellesley Scholars.
She explained that Honor Scholar-
ships have been established by the Col-
lege for the purpose of giving recogni-
tion to a high degree of excellence in
academic work, and of showing appre-
ciation of loyalty to the high intellec-
tual standards that the College seeks
to maintain.
Dean Waite called attention to the
following points:
1. These honors fall into two class-
es. The students in the first, or high-
er class, are termed Durant scholars.
Students in the second class are termed
Wellesley College Scholars.
2. These honors are awarded to sen-
iors on the basis of two and one-half
years work, and to junior
basis of one and one-half years' work.
3. The standard in each case is ab-
solute, not competitive.
4. Names on the list are arranged
in alphabetical order.












































* * Cavis, Muriel

































Weaver, Ruth D. A.
Ziegler, Caroline
Zubrod, Evelyn
* On three semesters
t On six semesters
** On seven semesters
























country roads and towns
re old customs linger
_ad people are friendly ... it
Jgk is an invitation to mountains and
^V valleys and the secrets of undis-
covered Europe
.
. . Best of all a car
is not a luxury ... we have cars to
drive yourself from S5 a day on a

























Come in and look over ou,






S14.50 to S3.95 and S4. 95
WRAP-AROUND CORSETS
as Low as $1.00
BRASSIERES Reduced to
$.50 and $.95
BLOOMERS $1.00 a Pair
Sanitary Goods
Ivy Corset Shop
8 Church St. Wei. 1544
COLLEGE STUDENTS
are cordially invited to avail themselves of the
facilities offered by this bank. We solicit your
Checking and Savings Accounts and assure you
that any business entrusted to us will receive our
best attention.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES
For Rent, $5.00 per Annum and up
The Wellesley National Bank






e)u'UCH a gay riot of color to
greet you in our negligee shop.
You'll find bright Spring flowers,
bold contrasting colors and color-
ful plaids in the smart little jackets
that are part of these specially
priced pajama sets. You may
choose pastel or dark
colors in the pajamas.
Sixth floor.
K- H. Stearns Co.
lioston
